Abstract-The advent of GPU computing has enabled development of many strategies for accelerating different kinds of simulations. Even further, instead of processing an application by just using one GPU, it is a common to use a collection of GPUs as a solution. These GPUs can be located in the same machine, network, or even across a wide area network. Unfortunately, distribution and management of GPUs requires additional efforts by the user such as deal with data transfer, connection and processing among GPUs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) computing has become an important choice for many parallel computational problems. GPUs are potentially more powerful than CPUs for processing massively parallel data. The reason behind this discrepancy is in floating-point capability of GPUs. CPU is specialized for compute-intensive, highly parallel computation, but GPU is typically has used for graphics rendering. Therefore, GPU architecture is designed in such a way that more transistors are devoted to data processing than data caching and flow control. Many different non-graphical computation, simulation and numerical problems, including Protein Structure Prediction [1] , Solution of Linear Equation Systems [2] , Fluid Simulation [3] and others, have been solved in GPUs.
Nowadays, many GPU Computing systems are starting to have multiple GPU devices to solve problems [4] . In order to distribute the workload across multiple GPUs, developer must manage data exchange between main memory and these devices, guaranteeing consistency between the multiple copies of data and making the development for these architectures is more difficult for the developer.
In order to use GPU resources effectively and avoid of resource wasting it is better to share resources. There are different mechanisms for sharing resources, it is possible to share one GPU among multiuser by installing a hypervisor on the GPU or just share multiple GPUs among multiple users. Since most GPU programs are computation intensive [5] we are going to implement a method which can share multiple resources among multiple users.
In this paper we present a novel architecture to expose GPU computation for anyone who is interested in solving problems or simply study them. By using RDGPUC, user can automatically scale its problem to runs on many GPUs. But before that, user needs to model his/her problem in order to fit into multiples GPUs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. After referring to related works on resource sharing, in Section II, we present the Request Distributor for GPU Clusters (RDGPUC) architecture for automatically manages request on the collection of available GPUs, in Section III. In Section IV we present a study case that could benefit from this architecture in simulating 3D acoustic waves. Finally, in Section V we present conclusions of the paper.
II. RELATED WORKS
In order to decrease the required time to process large data information, researches are laying on using multiples GPUs. Fan et. al. [6] proposed an architecture of a GPU cluster and demonstrate it feasibility by a flow simulation using the Boltzmann model with 30 GPUs node.
Hartley et. al [7] use a cluster of collaborate GPUs and CPUs in order to analyze biomedical images, obtaining an almost linear speed-up using a both of them in this heterogeneous architecture.
Abdelkhalek et. al. [8] designed a parallel simulator in order to solve the acoustic wave equation on a GPU cluster, using a finite difference approach in both 2D and 3D cases. In this simulation, up to 8 GPUs is used to make this simulation.
Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) is an application which used for sharing computing resources among multiple users [9] . VCL allow users to reserve one or more images (operation system with specific software) and use these resources during the time of reservation. VCL architecture consists of simple user interface, database and management node. However, VCL shares physical resource among multiple virtual machines, but VCL does not divide an application among multiple servers.
Method of sharing is the main difference between VCL and RDGPUC. VCL shares each physical machine among multiple virtual machines at the same time and it doe not know anything about the context of each virtual machine. But RDGPUC shares multiple physical machines for running one specific application on them. RDGPUC does not know about the context of the application, but it needs to know about run-time environment and number of required devices for distribute this application among multiple GPUs.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF REQUEST DISTRIBUTOR FOR
GPU CLUSTER RDGPUC has been designed to solve problems related to collaboration among GPU clusters. It is responsible to receive requests from user interface and distribute requests among one or more GPU clusters. When GPU clusters finish processing one request, RDGPUC will notify user of the result. Request in RDGPUC can be in variant forms. But in general, one request consists of one or more kernel codes which need to run on GPUs. User can submit kernel codes individually or add a CPU/GPU code together.
In our design, we tried to make a generic design for managing GPU clusters. Since there are many companies, universities and other institutes who are using GPU clusters and each of them have their own regulation and their own software to manage GPU cluster, in our design we make a standard interface for communication with RDGPUC.
This application consists of the modules which are shown in Figure 1 . Each module is responsible for one general task. But it is possible for individual users to add customized module to the system. In the following sections we are going to explain each component independently and then we will describe functionalities of this application.
A. User Interface
In order to make a generic solution, it is better to use a web-based interface for this module. But since this project consists of modules which have predefined protocols to communicate to the other modules, we can have more than one User Interfaces. For example, it is possible to add a module which handles requests from Smartphone.
In general, User Interface is responsible to accept requests from user and put it in the database. Also, it needs to have other components which allow user to customize his/her information, review submitted request and view results. Submitting a request can be done in many forms. It is possible for user to submit the whole code, kernel code or executable file. If user decides to submit executable file, then he/she must specify the required platform for running the file. But if user submit the kernel code or whole source code, then Analyzer can review the code an analyze it (described in section 4.3) which helps to find appropriate resource for processing this request.
In addition to the code or executable file, user needs to submit input and output files. Usually in GPU programming, application works with massive datasets [10] , [11] , allowing at least two general options for input/output files. First is to upload and download files from web interface which consumes a lot of spaces of database server. And also, this solution makes system much slower and consumes network bandwidth for uploading and downloading files and it suffers from single point of failure.
The second solution is submitting access link and authentication method to the website. In this solution, user does not need to upload and download files to/from the server and he/she just submits addresses of files and authentication to access those files. In this case, GPU clusters are responsible to download files from the source and upload results back to the specified address.
B. Database
The database stores users, resources and requests temporary information. Administrator is able to add users and resources to the database. When user submits a request from User Interface, it will go directly to the database, then Request Analyzer retrieve information of each request and after analyzing, it will save the result as one or more jobs to the database. Resource Allocator receives information from resources and also retrieves information of resources and jobs from database, then decide to assign one or many jobs to each resource. When GPU resources finish processing one job, they will store the results in the database.
C. Request Analyzer
Sometimes, one request consists of many sub-requests and Analyzer is responsible for analyzing each request to determine sub-requests, estimate execution time of each request and put this information into the database. We save sub-requests as a job which is ready to send to GPU clusters. Also, analyzer can make history of resources, requests and users. By making history of each user, it is easier to estimate execution time of requests and with information from resources; it is easier to assign each request to appropriate resource.
D. Resource allocator
The Resource allocator is responsible for making communication between GPU clusters and RDGPUC. It provides standard interface for GPU clusters which makes it easier to send and receive messages to/from RDGPUC. Depend on different kind of GPU clusters, Resource Allocator can send request to GPU cluster for processing or receive a message from GPU cluster of availability of resources. Also, this component is responsible for receiving result of process from GPU clusters. Also, it is possible to implement other component which can analyze the current situation of resources and develop different algorithms for resource allocation.
E. GPU clusters
GPU clusters are responsible for executing jobs and this is the endpoint of our design. As shown in Figure 2 , each GPU cluster has its own management node which is responsible for communication between Resource Allocator and GPU resources and also managing GPU resources. For communication between GPU clusters and Resource allocator, we use XML-RPC which is easy to implement and it is reusable in all system. Each GPU cluster can have its own management system which allows GPU clusters to hide their sensitive information from our application. But GPU clusters need to implement one interface for their software to make a communication to XML-RPC server in Resource Allocator.
Another responsibility of Management node is managing internal resources on each GPU cluster. As shown in Figure  2 , one easy way to manage Resources is to add an agent on each GPU resource and then management node manages resources by sending messages through to these agents. Agents are responsible for compiling the code, retrieving input/output file, running the application, returning results and also monitoring resources. Depend on requirements of individual GPU cluster, it is possible to define more functionalities.
F. Functionality
There are many functionality which has been defined for each part. In the following paragraphs, we briefly describe these functionalities.
• Add a Request: User login and add a request to the system. Request can be submitted in many forms. The User must upload source code, executable file or kernel code plus input and output files. Another method is to allow user to just give a link of input, output and credentials to access to these files (this may reduce network overhead). After that the system stores the request at the database.
• Show Request List: In this part, system shows information of all submitted request of specific user to him/her. This information consists of request date, name, status and etc. By entering each of these requests, the system will show more details of request or the result of the request as an output file.
• Show Result: The system shows detailed information of the request and if the result of request or some part of it is ready, then system allow user to have access to the output.
• Edit Profile: The system allows user to change the information of him/her. In this part the user can change name, password, email and etc.
• Manage Resources: In this part, administrator can change the status of resources, add a new resource or remove current resources. In order to add a new resource, the administrator needs to insert all the information of the new GPU resource.
• Manage Users: In this part, the administrator can add new users, remove current users and change user privileges.
• Manage User group: The administrator can add each user to specific user group and also map each user group to one or more resource group. By using this method he can manage users to have access to specific kind of resources.
• Manage Resource group: The administrator can add each resource to one or more resource group and manage a group of resources together. He can specify a schedule for availability of each resource group. Also, it is possible to add special features for each resource group.
• Manage Schedules: In this part, the administrator can make a schedule of availability of a resource group.
• Analyze request: The Request Analyzer retrieves re-
quests from the database and analyze them by using different methods. It may break down one request to many smaller requests or make a profile from each request and then store the result of analyzing at the database as multiple jobs.
• Fetch Request: Management Nodes in each GPU cluster may send a message to the resource allocator and ask for a request, then the Resource Allocator will send a request to the management node for processing. • Allocate Request: there are certain resources which give access to resource allocator to send requests to them. The Resource Allocator analyzes the situation of resources and sends the request to one resource for execution.
• Collect Result: When one GPU cluster finishes a request, it should send result to the resource allocator and resource allocator is responsible to receive the result and put it in to the database.
IV. STUDY CASE: ACOUSTIC WAVE SIMULATION
In order to illustrate the importance of this architecture, we present a study case that demonstrates a parallel idea for scattering of 2-D acoustic waves in semi-infinite non-homogeneous medium on heterogeneous cluster based GPUs. For more information about Physics aspects of acoustic simulation, please refer to [12] .
Hybrid-cluster is composed of two parts. The first is responsible for simulating the numerical method, i.e., calculating the value of each domain point. This is done by GPUs using the CUDA language. The second is responsible for guaranteeing the correctness of communication among the nodes and requires synchronization. Thus, for each time instant, GPUs calculate unknown in values int the simulation domain and then the communication phase takes place. After that, each node sends required values to other nodes for the next instant time, as the domain where the simulation is performed is divided among the available GPUs.
In order to calculate each value in the domain through finite difference method on each GPU, it is required the border data copy among its neighborhood [13] , as can be seen in Figure 3 . This way, each GPU kernel is responsible to process its border at each time step and send them to its neighborhood. Without using any architecture, additionally to fit the model in a parallel manner, the management of data transfer among GPUs also is the user's responsibility. Using our proposed architecture, the user only needs to model its problem to fit among the requested GPUs, being the architecture responsible to make data transfer and maintain the connection among these requested GPUs. Figure 4 illustrate the steps necessary to perform the simulation using our novel architecture.
In the first step, after logging in the system, the user must submit its code by using the Web Interface component. Before submitting its code, the user also must specify how many GPUs it wants to allocate to process its application.
After this step the user does not need to do anything, only to wait the result of its program execution. Depending on the demand of processes to be executed, the Resource Allocator is able to assign its process to be executed at the same time of its submission, or schedule it to be processed when resources are available.
Internally, the Resource Allocator dispatches the application to be executed by one or more GPU cluster, through a message to its Management Node. The Management Node is responsible to allocate GPU resources in this cluster and guarantee communication between its own resources and others Management Node, which frees the user to manages it by itself.
As is possible to see in Figure 4 , each GPU Resource is managed by an Agent, which is responsible to process GPU kernels and store the state of each GPU in the cluster. In this architecture, the Management Node only communicates with a GPU resource by its Agent through a defined protocol. As can be observed, for this specific problem, border data transfer is made by Agent communication, leaving the Management Node frees for managing other applications that may be allocated in its cluster.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed about an architecture which can be used to manage many GPU clusters. Each GPU cluster can have its own software for managing GPU resources and communicate with RDGPUC by using common XML-RPC interface. So, it is easier for institutes to collaborate in this project without sharing information of their resources. Administrator needs to add resources, users, resource groups and user groups to the system. User groups and resource groups bring control over resources. Each resource group associated to one schedule which shows availability of resources during the time. Each user groups can be assigned to one or many resource group and it means that requests from this user group will go directly to particular resource group.
As shown in the paper, this software consists of many modules and for individuals it is easy to add a new module to extend the software for special requirements of themselves. Each module is responsible for one special task but it is possible to extend modules or add new modules, in order to satisfy special requirements. Different kind of user-interfaces can be developed for special devices. Artificial intelligent algorithms can be used in analyzer to estimate execute time more accurately. And also it is possible to add more features on management node of each GPU cluster.
